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👠Raining👠 
 
Queen Elizabeth: "As we face the new challenges of the
21st Century, the anniversary of D-Day reminds us all that
our countries have achieved together." #EpicShade  
 
Trump meets Queen at Palace after bemoaning lack of
Fox News & insulting HRH PH’s wife. 
 
Brilliant!�
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👠Raining2👠 

 

Trump meets Queen at Palace after bemoaning lack of Fox News & insulting HRH

PH’s wife.  

 

As Melania boarded AF1 on Sunday evening, she wore a $4,400 (£3,500) Gucci dress

emblazoned with images of Tower Bridge, the Big Ben clock tower and a double-

decker bus.😳🤣

👠Raining3👠 

 

George Nader, key witness in Mueller inv’n, linked to Trump’s transition team,

charged with transporting child pornography #SeychelleMeeting #Broidy 

 

EG:”Donald Trump allowed our nation to be represented by a man who trafficked

videos of torturing three-year olds.”

👠Raining4👠 

 

EG:”When William Barr's DOJ gave George Nader a shorter sentence for child

pornography... NADER ALREADY HAD BEEN INDICTED FOR CHILD PORN IN
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p g p y

THE 1980s!” 

 

📌A Former Hotel Partner Alleges the Trumps Evaded Taxes in Panama 

#TrumpOceanClub #Panama  

💰💦

👠Raining5👠 

 

The tax evasion lawsuit presents potential dramatic diplomatic & legal complexities

for Trump/TrumpOrg, as the case asserts that his family business cheated a foreign

country’s gov’t. 

 

Google, Facebook, Apple & Amazon face House Judiciary Committee antitrust probe.
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👠Raining6👠 

 

📌Oversight Committee Schedules Contempt Vote for AG Barr, ComSec Ross for

Withholding Docs in Census Inv’n 

 

📌Syria and Russia bomb hospitals in Idlib after they were given coordinates in hope

of preventing attacks.😱 

 

📌Nevertheless #Tulsi still ♥ Putin & Assad

👠Raining7👠 

 

Trump like Erdogan, the jailer of journalists bashes CNN #FakeFight 

 

Oh? There are redacted e-mails re Chao’s 2017 planned trip to China? Interesting... 

 

China wages relentless crackdowns on its Muslims. But Saudi Arabia stays quiet as it

bolsters ties with Beijing

👠Raining8👠 

 

Company touted by Trump to build the wall has history of fines, violations 

 

Kevin Hassett, chairman of the WH Council of Economic Advisers, resigns 
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House passed $19B disaster aid package 

 

Swedish Court Rules Against Detaining Assange, Leaving Extradition in Limbo

👠Raining9👠 

 

Rosa Henson, a survivor of wartime sexual slavery at the hands of Japanese forces,

went public in 1992 with her story. 

 

Almost 1,000 women across the Philippines stepped forward after her with their own

accounts of abuse by the Imperial Japanese Army.
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👠Raining10👠 

 

📌Quest Diagnostics Says Up to 12 Million Patients May Have Had Financial,

Medical, Personal Information Breached 

 

📌The Nasdaq reacts amid fresh fears that regulators might take a bigger shot than

anticipated at Alphabet (Google) and Facebook.

👠Raining11👠 

 

The USDA just descheduled tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). 

The USDA issued a bulletin on May 28 as a legal opinion for hemp production.  

 

It basically authorizes interstate delivery of hemp and legalized THC derived from

hemp.
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👠Raining12👠 

 

Apple kicks off WWDC 2019 with new services that raise competition concerns 

 

Information The FBI Once Hoped Could Destroy Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. Has

Been Declassified 

 

Kevin Spacey Could Face Sexual Assault Trial in October

👠Raining13👠 

 

Feds Are Asking Jeffrey Epstein’s Victims About Sex-Trafficking Crimes 

 

RU requires Tinder to provide data on its users 

 

FL officials open fraud inv’n of border wall fundraising effort 

 

13 dead as Sudan military rulers break up sit-in 

 

CAN closes its embassy in VZ
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👠Raining13👠 

 

JS:”Dodgy intel supports ramping up for war against a troublesome four-letter

Middle Eastern country starting with ‘I’—what could possibly go wrong? If you feel

like you’ve seen this movie before, it’s because you have.” 

 

Trump Adm Considered Tariffs on Australia

👠Raining14👠 

 

The HJC will call Watergate Star JOHN DEAN & former prosecutors next week as

part of a push to shift focus to the substance of the Mueller report. 

 

The FTC has been investigating FB for privacy violations & now has Jurisdiction for

Possible FB Antitrust Probe
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👠Raining14👠 

 

Queen Elizabeth II gifts Trump a first edition of Churchill’s WWII book 

 

📌Revealed: US government spends £1m at Qatari-backed hotels for Trump’s UK

state visit 

 

Putin has signed legislation aimed at ring-fencing the Russian internet from the rest

of the world.

👠Raining15👠 

 

Virginia’s top Democrats to call for stricter gun laws after Virginia Beach; one GOP

leader willing to talk 

 

SCOTUS denies the gov’t request to expedite consideration of whether to grant its

latest DACA case. 

 

Ex-governor's phone seized in Flint water probe #Flint
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👠Raining16👠 

 

Democratic Rivals Sharpen Attacks on Front-Runner Joe Biden 

 

Masks are coming of the #ControlledOpposition infesting the DEM party.  

 

The Kremlin’s stated goal is to divide the Democratic Party.  

 

Watch for far Left third party candidates to emerge to siphon votes.

👠Raining16👠 

 

Brexiters beware: Trump will trample all over your sovereignty 

But now this orange clown is brashly telling us how to conduct our own int’l affairs. 

Allied to Trump, we’d be more of a satrapy than a nation. 

 

Lies, damned lies & the UK Conservative party leadership
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👠Raining17👠 

 

📌Trump has committed more criminal and unconstitutional conduct than any

previous president in U.S. history.  

 

If the House refuses to impeach him, members of Congress will violate their own

oaths to “support and defend the Constitution of the United States.”

0:00

The Trump Org, the filing alleges, “also made fraudulent and false claims to the

Panamanian tax authorities” to “cover up its unlawful activities.” This was originally

detected during an audit last year by Panamanian tax authorities, per the court filing. 
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A Former Business Partner Alleges the Trumps Evaded Taxes in Panama
The accusations, in a legal filing by the owners of a luxury hotel, escalate a dispute
with the president’s company and are fraught with potential diplomatic and legal
complexities.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/03/business/trump-panama-hotel-tax-evasion.html

💰💦Narco-a-lago: 💦💰 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Narco-a-lago:  
 
Suspected Money Laundering at the Trump Ocean Club, 
Panama 
 
Main Thread#TrumpOceanClubPanama

305 10:02 PM - Mar 9, 2019

272 people are talking about this

💣Boom💣 

 

George Nader, key witness in Mueller investigation, linked to Trump’s transition

team, charged with transporting child pornography #SeychelleMeeting 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/figure-linked-to-trump-transitio…

Nadler Indictment
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Nadler Indictment 

 

⚠Caution⚠ 

 

southpaw
@nycsouthpaw

I wouldn't recommend reading the Nader affidavit 
(courtlistener.com/recap/gov.usco…), but it confirms that the 
charges unsealed today arise from files on iphones seized at IAD 
on Jan. 17, 2018, which is when the Special Counsel team 
reportedly stopped him on his way to Mar-a-Lago.

404 9:04 PM - Jun 3, 2019

239 people are talking about this

Let this sink in.... 

 

“Donald Trump allowed our nation to be represented by a man who trafficked videos

of torturing three-year olds.” 

Eric Garland
@ericgarland

Replying to @ericgarland

Donald Trump allowed our nation to be represented by a man 
who trafficked videos of torturing three-year olds.
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1,270 people are talking about this

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

George Nader - CHARGED TRANSPORT of 12 Child Porn Videos updated 1984 –

Mad Dog PAC 
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George Nader - CHARGED TRANSPORT of 12 Child Porn Videos updat…
  Trump Campaign Advisor - George Nader Charged Transport of Child Porn     
You. Should.  Have. Paid. Attention. To my 2017 & 2018 tweets.   I told you NADER
HAD TWO INDICTMENTS  DC 198…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/george-nader

“When William Barr's DOJ gave George Nader a shorter sentence for child

pornography... NADER ALREADY HAD BEEN INDICTED FOR CHILD PORN IN

THE 1980s!” 

Eric Garland
@ericgarland

When William Barr's DOJ gave George Nader a shorter 
sentence for child pornography... NADER ALREADY HAD BEEN 
INDICTED FOR CHILD PORN IN THE 1980s! 
maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-fi…

777 11:47 PM - Jun 3, 2019

631 people are talking about this

George Nader - CHARGED TRANSPORT of 12 Child Porn Videos
  Trump Campaign Advisor - George Nader Charged Transport of
Child Porn    Based on the DOJ-OPA release, Nader was arrested
maddogpac.com

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

Adviser to Emirates With Ties to Trump Aides Is Cooperating With Special Counsel 

Adviser to Emirates With Ties to Trump Aides Is Cooperating With Spe…
The special counsel has asked about the role of the adviser, George Nader, in a
January 2017 meeting in the Seychelles involving a Russian investor and a Trump
transition adviser.

https://www nytimes com/2018/03/06/us/politics/george nader special counsel mueller
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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/06/us/politics/george-nader-special-counsel-mueller…

Revealed: US government spends £1m at Qatari-backed hotels for Donald Trump’s

UK state visit 

Revealed: US government spends £1m at Qatari-backed hotels for Don…
Donald Trump’s trip to the UK and Ireland has cost US taxpayers more than £2.7m
to date, with more than £1m going towards rooms at five-star London hotels tied to
the ruling family of…

https://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/revealed-us-government-spends-1m-at-qatari…

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

George Nadler a Lebanese-American businessman acted as Saudi Prince MbZ’s

emissary to influence the Trump Administration.

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

George Nadler a Lebanese-American businessman acted as Saudi Prince MbZ’s

emissary to influence the Trump Administration. 

 

Witness in Mueller Inquiry Who Advises U.A.E. Ruler Also Has Ties to …
The witness, George Nader, has a roster of international connections that helped
him arrange several meetings that have drawn the attention of the special counsel.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/04/us/politics/george-nader-russia-uae-special-coun…

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

How 2 Gulf Monarchies Sought to Influence the White House via George Nadler &

Elliott Broidy 
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How 2 Gulf Monarchies Sought to Influence the White House
Hundreds of pages of correspondence between two intermediaries reveal an active
effort to win over President Trump on behalf of Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/21/us/politics/george-nader-elliott-broidy-uae-saudi-…

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

Mr. Nader tempted the fund-raiser, Mr. Broidy, with the prospect of more than $1

billion in contracts for his private security company, Circinus, and he helped deliver

deals worth more than $200 million with the United Arab Emirates. 

How 2 Gulf Monarchies Sought to Influence the White House
Hundreds of pages of correspondence between two intermediaries reveal an active
effort to win over President Trump on behalf of Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/21/us/politics/george-nader-elliott-broidy-uae-saudi-…

Pete EVANS
@911CORLEBRA777

BREAKING ; there has been a significant data hack of the 
Australian National University. Significant amounts of personal 
data of staff & students was stolen. This Uni deals with a lot of 
NatSec 
studies/research@thespybrief@LouiseMensch@FelisDave 
 abc.net.au/news/2019-06-0…

145 2:05 AM - Jun 4, 2019

128 people are talking about this

ANU hit by massive data breach
A massive data hack at the Australian National
University resulting in unauthorised access to
significant quantities of personal information
abc.net.au
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The HJC is launching a "top-to-bottom" antitrust inv’n of the tech industry, including

Amazon, Apple, Facebook & Google, deepening a crisis for Silicon Valley's largest

players as they face mounting scrutiny in Washington over their power and influence. 

House Judiciary Committee launches 'top-to-bottom' antitrust probe of…
The House Judiciary committee said Monday it is launching a "top-to-bottom"
antitrust investigation of the tech industry, including Amazon, Apple, Facebook and
Google.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/03/tech/tech-antitrust-house-probe/index.html

Trump has committed more criminal and unconstitutional conduct than any previous

president in U.S. history. If they refuse to impeach him, members of Congress will

violate their own oaths to “support and defend the Constitution of the United States.” 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/06/03/here-are-seven-reasons-trump-…

Judge rejects House Democrats' attempt to block border wall 

Judge rejects House Democrats' attempt to block border wall
A federal judge in Washington on Monday denied a request by House Democrats
to block President Donald Trump from transferring funds from appropriated
accounts to construct his wall.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/03/politics/house-border-wall-lawsuit/index.html

Majority Whip James Clyburn Believes House Will Launch Impeachment

Proceedings 

“If we effectively educate the public, then we will have done our job, and we can move

on an impeachment vote, and it will stand,” Rep. James Clyburn said. 
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Impeachment Proceedings Will Be Launched Eventually, House Majorit…
"If we effectively educate the public, then we will have done our job, and we can
move on an impeachment vote, and it will stand,” Rep. James Clyburn said.

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/james-clyburn-jake-tapper-impeachment-trump_n_5cf4…

Trump meets Queen at Palace after bemoaning lack of Fox News 

Trump says US is ready to do post-Brexit trade deal - as it happened
Rolling coverage of the day’s political developments as they happen, including the
first day of President Trump’s state visit to the UK

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/blog/live/2019/jun/03/trump-news-latest-visit-presi…

Interesting, John Bolton is accompanying Trump in Britain.  

 

Read about Bolton’s key role in Brexit. 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

John Bolton: The Mercer-Backed Trump NatSec Advisor 
Pushing for Post-Brexit Deregulation 
 

This article highlights the big picture: many connected themes 
& agendas of the Putin backed Far R co-conspirators involved in 
Brexit, 2026Elex & TeamTrump. 
#TOCdesmog.co.uk/2019/01/24/mee…

65 10:01 PM - May 30, 2019
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69 people are talking about this

Meet John Bolton: The Mercer-Backed Trump Advisor Pushing…
A close advisor to Donald Trump who wants to slash environmental
regulation and regards Brazil President Jair Bolsonaro as a “like-
desmog.co.uk

Putin has signed legislation aimed at ring-fencing the Russian internet from the rest

of the world. 

 

The law, if implemented, would give Russia's gov’t the ability to shut down large

sections of the web, and make censorship much easier. 

Vladimir Putin trying to ring-fence Russian web with "sovereign intern…
New law could grant Kremlin new power to censor and block online content, but
one official says "no one really knows how to make it work," and it could backfire

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-sovereign-internet-law-vladimir-putin-ring-fence…

Flint water crisis: authorities seize governor’s state-owned electronic devices 

Michigan governor Rick Snyder’s phone, iPad and computer were seized from storage

as well as the devices of 33 of his employees 

Flint water crisis: authorities seize governor’s state-owned electronic …
Michigan governor Rick Snyder’s phone, iPad and computer were seized from
storage as well as the devices of 33 of his employees

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/03/flint-water-crisis-authorities-seize-g…

Dodgy intelligence supports ramping up for war against a troublesome four-letter

Middle Eastern country starting with ‘I’—what could possibly go wrong? If you feel

like you’ve seen this movie before, it’s because you have. 

https://twitter.com/karolcummins/status/1134218231743279104
https://t.co/uZ8VnwuL0x
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-sovereign-internet-law-vladimir-putin-ring-fence-russian-web-could-backfire/
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We Need to Stop Operation PERSIAN FREEDOM—And We Need to Sto…
Tehran announced its partial withdrawal from the 2015 Iran nuclear deal today.
President Hassan Rouhani went on television to explain his country’s intent to back
away from the Joint Comprehensive Pl…

https://observer.com/2019/05/operation-persian-freedom-stopped-iran-threats-intellige…

FTC Gets Jurisdiction for Possible Facebook Antitrust Probe  

 

The Federal Trade Commission already has been investigating Facebook for privacy

violations 

Congress, Enforcement Agencies Target Tech
Federal antitrust enforcers and lawmakers are poised to scrutinize the nation’s
largest technology companies for potential anticompetitive practices, bringing a
new regulatory focus to the markets fo…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ftc-to-examine-how-facebook-s-practices-affect-digital-co…

It’s important to reevaluate King’s legacy in light of this new information. 

 

An historian has done substantial research in FBI files on the black freedom

movement, believes that it’s also important to understand how this info came to be

public. 

J. Edgar Hoover’s revenge: Information the FBI once hoped could dest…
Publication was justified of information from the FBI that Martin Luther King Jr.

it d d l b t d ’ it hi t i h th FBI
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witnessed and celebrated a woman s rape, writes a historian, who warns the FBI
had long wanted to destroy King.

https://theconversation.com/j-edgar-hoovers-revenge-information-the-fbi-once-hoped-c…

As Melania boarded Air Force One on Sunday evening, she wore a $4,400 (£3,500)

Gucci dress emblazoned with images of Tower Bridge, the Big Ben clock tower and a

double-decker bus. 🤣🤣🤣🤣 

Melania Trump and the art of literal dressing
Making your clothes speak to the occasion you are dressing for is a tricky skill –
and, with her London-themed outfit, the first lady of the US did not manage it

https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/shortcuts/2019/jun/03/melania-trump-and-the-art…

Brexiters beware: Donald Trump will trample all over our sovereignty 

 

But now this orange blow-in is brashly telling us how to conduct our own

international affairs. 

 

Allied to Trump, we’d be more of a satrapy than a nation. 

Brexiters beware: Donald Trump will trample all over our sovereignty | …
The US president’s willingness to intervene in our politics should serve as a
warning, says Guardian columnist Zoe Williams

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jun/03/brexiters-donald-trump

Quest Diagnostics Says Up to 12 Million Patients May Have Had Financial, Medical,

Personal Information Breached 
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12M Quest Diagnostics Patients May Have Had Data Breached
Quest Diagnostics, one of the biggest blood testing providers in the country,
warned Monday that nearly 12 million of its customers may have had personal,
financial and medical information breached d…

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/Quest-Diagnostics-12-Million-People-Data-Br…

A Swedish court has ruled that Julian Assange should not be detained in absentia, the

first step necessary under Swedish law before a formal bid of extradition can be made

to Britain, according to Swedish news site The Local. 

Swedish Court Rules Against Detaining Julian Assange, Leaving Extra…
A Swedish court has ruled that Julian Assange should not be detained in absentia,
the first step necessary under Swedish law before a formal bid of extradition can be
made to Britain, according to S…

https://gizmodo.com/swedish-court-rules-against-detaining-julian-assange-l-1835198832

Kevin Spacey Could Face Sexual Assault Trial in October 

Kevin Spacey Could Face Sexual Assault Trial in October
Spacey's attorney asked for a trial in August, saying the delay is causing the actor
to suffer.

https://variety.com/2019/biz/news/kevin-spacey-october-trial-nantucket-1203231539/

Russia requires Tinder to provide data on its users 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/russia-requires-tinder-to-provide-

data-on-its-users/ar-AACjZeX

Trump like Erdogan, the jailer of journalists bashes CNN 
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Adam Klasfeld
@KlasfeldReports

In Turkey, the world’s leading jailer of journalists, Erdogan 
degraded critical news organizations by going after corporate 
parents. For example, in 2009, the Turkish government fined 
CNN Türk’s corporate parent billions, leading to its sale to a pro-
Erdogan conglomerate.
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🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Dear 1weesel ... Miss me? I missed you – Mad Dog PAC 

Dear 1weesel ... Miss me? I missed you
At all relevant times, I will endeavor to embed both the live url(s) and it’s matching
archive(s). Given a known Russian Active Measure is to fake/manufacture
screenshots, memes, emails, court filing…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/1weesel-so-many-questions

SCOTUS re DACA 

Steve Vladeck
@steve_vladeck

#BREAKING:#SCOTUS denies the government's request to 
expedite consideration of whether to grant its latest #DACA 
petition, which seems to reinforce the idea that the Justices are 
i h t h th
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in no hurry to hear these 
cases:supremecourt.gov/orders/courtor…
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China wages relentless crackdowns on its Muslims. But Saudi Arabia stays quiet as it

bolsters ties with Beijing. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/china-wages-relentless-crackdown…

Feds Are Asking Jeffrey Epstein’s Victims About Sex-Trafficking Crimes 

Feds Are Asking Jeffrey Epstein’s Victims About Sex-Trafficking Crimes
As the government interviews the billionaire pedophile’s alleged victims, it is
reportedly interested in whether Epstein’s abuse ever crossed state lines.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/feds-are-asking-jeffrey-epsteins-victims-about-sex-traffi…

Trump Administration Considered Tariffs on Australia, our ally. 😱 

Trump Administration Considered Tariffs on Australia
The White House shelved the plan amid fierce opposition from military and State
Department officials, who argue that tariffs would antagonize a critical ally.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/02/business/trump-australia-tariffs.html

The Australian authorities issued a rare statement in response to (pro Putin)

Melzner’s propaganda: AU govt confirmed Assange is receiving solid medical care in

Belmarsh Prison. 
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Melzer failed to contact the Australian gov’t to vet his baseless claims. 

Australia Backs Britain on Assange -
Nils Melzer, a "UN Rapporteur" who loves Russian propaganda outlets, lobbies for
Assange - but Oz isn't having it

https://patribotics.blog/2019/06/01/australia-backs-britain-on-assange/

The sad history of Asian women forced to become sexual chattel during World War II

— the so-called comfort women — is most often associated with South Korea, where

protests and demands for Japanese reparations have gone on for decades. 

 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/ill-keep-fighting-philippine-women-…

Apple kicks off WWDC 2019 with new services that raise competition concerns 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/06/03/apple-wwdc/

The United States Department of Agriculture just descheduled tetrahydrocannabinol

(THC). 

 

The USDA issued a bulletin on May 28 as a legal opinion for hemp production. It

basically authorizes interstate delivery of hemp and legalized THC derived from

hemp. 
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The USDA Legalized THC - But No One Noticed
If hemp-derived THC is now legal and can cross state lines, it will be close to
impossible for law enforcement to determine the difference between cannabis-
derived THC and hemp-derived THC.

https://realmoney.thestreet.com/investing/cannabis/the-usda-legalized-thc-but-no-one-…

Lies, damned lies and the UK Conservative party leadership race 

Lies, damned lies and the Conservative party leadership race | Letters
Letters: Judith Martin says potential PMs should spend a year seeing how poor
people live, Dr Denis MacShane thinks Penny Mordaunt should apologise for her
comments about Turkey, Alan Whitehouse and …

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/jun/03/lies-damned-lies-and-the-conservativ…

Democratic Rivals Sharpen Attacks on Front-Runner Joe Biden 

 

Masks are coming if the #ControlledOpposition infesting the DEM party.  

 

it is the Kremlin’s stated goal to divide the Democratic Party.  

 

Watch for far Left third party candidate emerge. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-03/biden-s-2020-rivals-take-

swings-at-democratic-front-runner

Syria and Russia bomb hospitals in Idlib after they were given coordinates in hope of

preventing attacks 

 

Syria and Russia bomb hospitals in Idlib after they were given coordin…
The Syrian government and Russia have in the last month bombed eight hospitals
in the rebel stronghold of Idlib whose coordinates were shared with Moscow in the
hope of preventing such attacks, docto…

htt // t l h k/ /2019/05/30/ i i b b h it l idlib i
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https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/30/syria-russia-bomb-hospitals-idlib-given-c…

Redacted e-mails re Chao’s 2017 planned trip to China.  

Eric Lipton
@EricLiptonNYT

Replying to @EricLiptonNYT

As the folks who were assigned to redact emails missed one 
fact, that @PekingMike spotted. The FAX number for 
FOREMOST headquarters in New York was left on an email sent 
by someone at FOREMOST as someone from the company 
coordinated with DOT about Chao's planned trip.
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BBC
@BBC

There is a hidden world in your garden...  
 
A nettle patch is a jungle metropolis! #Springwatch
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A nettle patch is a jungle metropolis! #Springwatch 
#Gardenwatch
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8 Must-Watch Environmental Documentaries to Kick Off Your Summer 

8 must-watch environmental documentaries to kick off your summer
These thought-provoking films are worth skipping those damn reruns of "The
Office" for.

https://www.motherjones.com/environment/2019/06/8-must-watch-environmental-docu…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

H/T @saysdana 

 

Al Jazeera English
@AJEnglish

Is it a bird, is it a plane....no, it's a jet engine-powered suit 
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🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

GIZA PLATEAU 

 

In Giza, ancient Egypt’s pyramids and history are brought into the modern age 

giza.fas.harvard.edu

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

Emily Steiner
@PiersatPenn

Statuettes, like this one from 1st-century Mesopotamia, rarely 
survive with their jewels. But this lovely goddess still has her 
rubies, probably from Myanmar.  @metmuseum 
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Melissa Jo Peltier
@MelissaJPeltier

Love you, UK!  Almost moved there twice!

Keith Boykin @keithboykin
The Tower of London. #TrumpUKVisit 
 

 @ByDonkeys
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Epic troll: 

Matt Lipton
@mattliptoncomic

OMG!!! They did it AGAIN!!! 
 
BREAKING: Her Majesty’s Guard plays Imperial March as 
President Trump inspects the guard with members of the Royal 
Family at Buckingham Palace #TrumpUKVisit 
#TrumpNotWelcome
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Museum of London has expressed an interest in acquiring both the Trump Baby

balloon and the Sadiq Khan blimp for its permanent collection. 

Museum Of London Wants To Add Trump Baby To Its Collection
And the Sadiq Khan blimp too.

https://londonist.com/london/museums-and-galleries/trump-baby-museum-of-london
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Epic day, many shoes dropped, many more to come.  

 

No surprise...Trump family ... better left unsaid. Pics tell the story. 

 

Mega respect for the royal family for their graciousness in the face of this challenge. 

 

The Queen’s speech — perfection. 

 

Fireworks tomorrow?
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